
spulsied, it wald relieve tlhe hail dfendars, but gif it Wgr.qnlie anepie w gr
diselpirge of tipt aun's airt, it 49uld not libexate the reqt Pf e defendrs of
thair pkars.

Fol. Dic. v. 1. p. 244. Hd4knitn, MS. No 577.

i6io. July 27. LD. ABERZELDIE against LoRD FORBES.

HE who has transacted with one of the parties whom he pursued for spuilzie
and ejection, and received contentation and good deed for his renounciation,
prejudges himself of his action against the rest of the defenders; but if he
have discharged him without any satisfaction or good deed, only because he
knew him to be innocent, that will not prejudge his action against the rest,. who
excepted upon a translation betwixt Aberzeldib, or Patrick Mortimer his cedent,
with Monimusk, whom they had pursued, and the Lord Forbes, for that spuilzie.

Jol. lVic. v. I. P. 244. IHaddington, AM. No 188.

16zz. June 2o. DOUGLAs aguinst LEITH.

IN an action of spuilzie pursued by Mr Thomas Douglas, minister at Bal-
mirnoch, contra David Leith, the LoRas fand -an exception relevant, founded
upon a discharge given to Alexander Smith,. one of the parties, notwithstand-
ing it was provided in the transaction, that it should not prejudge Mr Thomas
against the remanent defenders.

'ol. 1)ic.v V. . p. 244. Kerse, MVS. fol. 297.

66,8. ,December i9. SEATQN afaindVr SEATON.

MR ALEXANDER SEATON, as executor to his brother, Pitmedden, pursues Sea-
ton /qf Menzies, -as representing his father, who was one of the pursuer's bro-
ther's tutors, for his father's intromission with the pupils means; who alleged
absolvitor, because the pupil, after his pupilarity, :had granted a discharg6 to
one of the co-tutors, -which did extinguish the whole debt of that co-tutor, and
consequently of all the rest, they being all correi debendi, liable by one indi-
vidual obligation, which cannot be discharged as to one, and stand as to all the

rest; for albeit pactum de nonpetendo' may be granted to one, and not be pro-
fitable to the -test, a simple discharge, which dissolveth the obligation of the
bond, must be profitable to all.

THE LORDS repelled this defence, unless the discharge had horne payment, or
satisfaction given, and in tantum, they found it would be relevant, but hot a
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No 6.
A discharge
to one of more
CO-tutofs was
found not to
libe rate the
rest, except
in so far as
satisfaction
was given bT
the party dis,
charged, or
in so 'far as
the other co-
tutors would
be excluded
from recourse
against the
party dis.
charged.
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